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Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

Introduction of Location Facilities
Construction Food Paper / Printing

Chemical / Chemical products Pharmaceuticals Plastic Rubber / Rubber products
Glass / Earth and stone products Steel / Non-ferrous metals Metal products Machinery
Electrical equipment Transportation equipment Precision / Medical equipment Other manufacturing industries

Telecommunications Commercial Finance / Insurance Government / Local government

Universities / Educational institutions Research institutes Cultural facilities / Parks Service industries

https://spread.co.jp/en/

World's first large-scale automated vertical farm, Techno Farm 
Keihanna, delivers stable production of 3 tons of lettuce per day, 
regardless of the weather. At the on-site R&D facility we develop 
state-of-the-art cultivation and IT-related technologies.

AgriTech　Robotics and IoT　Sustainable agriculture
FoodTech　GLOBALG.A.P. Certification

Spread Co., Ltd. Techno Farm Keihanna
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

Vertically farmed
vegetables brand

Vegetus https://www.kinden.co.jp/

As an electrical engineering company of the Kansai Electric Power Group, we will play a part in the stable 
supply of electric power, strive to create excellent equipment and services such as buildings and factories, 
focusing on social contributions as well as developing our business as a comprehensive facility management 
company based on the three pillars of "energy", "environment" and "information & communication"

Electrical equipment　Information and communication equipment
Air conditioning / sanitary equipment　Interior equipment

KINDEN CORPORATION Kyoto Institute
Construction

https://www.sekisuihouse-global.com/solutions/02/

The Comprehensive Housing R&D Institute engages in developing architectural technologies, 
assessing housing performance, and offering lifestyle proposals.In cooperation with other research 
facilities, the Comprehensive Housing R&D Institute conducts various R&D projects, including 
testing and evaluation of basic housing performance, development of new construction and 
building methods, and research on universal design and new environmental technologies, all of 
which focus on technologies to contribute to happiness, backed by lasting safety, security, comfort 
and health of housing.

Building technology　Lifestyle solutions　
Research and development　Performance testing　

Sekisui House Ltd. Comprehensive Housing R&D Institute
Construction

https://www.daiwahouse.co.jp/lab/

We are conducting various research related to life and architecture in order to realize a 
better life and solve future social issues. There is also a tour facility (Reservation required.).

Construction　Energy　Environment　Welfare　Town planning

Daiwa House Industry Central Research Laboratory
Construction

https://www.orientalbakery.co.jp/

As a commercial bread maker, we have the No. 1 share in Kansai area. In recent years, we 
have expanded into the Kanto region, aiming to become the No. 1 commercial bread maker 
in Japan.

Functional food 　Hygiene　Athlete　Robotics　Commercial bread

Oriental Bakery Corporation,  Kyoto Plant
Food

http://www.tea-nishimura.co.jp/

We will support the tea industry and other food producers throughout the country with food 
hygiene and quality control at the international standard level, and create world brands that 
Japan can be proud of.

Matcha 　Green tea　Functional food　Health

Kyohka Food Co., Ltd.
Nishimura Kohtaro Co., Ltd. Shiroyamadai Plant

Food

https://www.kyoeiseicha.co.jp/

Kyoeiseicha has been manufacturing and selling a variety of green tea, black tea and coffee 
products for over 180 years since its establishment in 1836.At Kyoto Techno Center, in 
addition to the mass production with the latest equipment, research and development work 
is actively conducted for innovation and creation of high value added tea products.

Functional food　Green tea

Kyoto Techno Center  Kyoeiseicha  Co., Ltd.
Food

https://www.suntory.co.jp/company/research/swr/

A research and development base (completed in May 2015) that integrates the 
functions of basic research and technology development of the Suntory Group. 
The Institute of Safety Science Institute, Life Sciences, Suntory Global Innovation 
Center, Suntory Foundation for Life Sciences Bioorganic Research Institute, etc., 
moved in, and we are now working on the world's most advanced research in the 
fields of  Pursuit of superior flavor and taste, Life science, Botany, Water science, 
Sustainability.

Superior flavor and taste　Life science 　Botany　Water science　Sustainability

Suntory World Research Center
Food

https://genuinerd.com/

We are conducting research to discover new ingredients from natural products such as 
plants, animals and food residues and develop them as raw materials for cosmetics and 
functional foods. We also have a GMP-compatible supplement factory, where we undertake 
contract manufacturing such as food and cosmetics coordination.

Genuine R＆D Co., Ltd. Kyoto Institute
Food

http://www.japan-juice.co.jp/

We process fruits ordered from all over Japan and develop new products. Based on our 
management philosophy of "Let's continue to eat good-tasting food", we aim to be a 
company that contributes to the revitalization of agriculture and is needed in the production 
areas.

Agricultural activity　Product development　Fruit

Japan Juice Co., Ltd.　Kyoto south center
Food
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http://www.boulmich.co.jp

Development, manufacture and sale of confectionery products.

Boul'mich Co., Ltd. Hirakata Research Factory
Food

https://cha.fukujuen.com/

This park is a place where people can meet people,people can meet culture and culture can 
meet culture, over tea. We would like you to learn even more about the way of tea (Cha), 
which has been enjoyed and loved by people throughout the world. Enjoy lush green tea 
gardens and experience a tour of facilities, please.

Tea　Culture　Experience　Tourism　Research

Fukujuen CHA Experience Park
Food

https://www.asahi-pp.co.jp/

Asahi Printing Co., Ltd. manufactures and sells printed packaging materials for pharmaceuticals and cosmetics. At Kyoto 
Creative Park, we conduct research for and develop new products, which provide our customers with new value added 
features, and the technology and manufacturing methods that realize such features. Kyoto Creative Park also functions 
as part of Asahi's manufacturing bases for pharmaceutical and cosmetic packaging materials and contributes to faster 
delivery to our customers in West Japan. With the adoption of the cutting-egde manufacturing lines and production control 
system as well as the security system, the manufacturing environment of Kyoto Creative Park is established in high quality.

Packaging　Labels　Instruction leaflets　Pharmaceuticals　Cosmetics

Asahi Printing Co., Ltd. Kyoto Creative Park
Paper / Printing

https://www.adpack.jp/en/

Do you have a problem with rust?  We manufacture and sell the evaporative rust-proof 
paper adpack, which has been delivered to about 5,500 companies in Japan and overseas. 
Please consult with our rust prevention manager about rust.

Anti corrosion　Improve workspace　Plastic free　VCI paper　Oil free

ADCOAT CO., LTD.
Chemical / Chemical products

https://www.nj-chem.co.jp/en/

On the occasion of the 100th anniversary of our founding, we have established this 
laboratory as a base for achieving further growth. We will continue to refine our unique 
technologies, such as hydrogenation technology, and provide chemical materials that 
contribute to the development of society through co-creation with a variety of partners.

Creation　Chemical　Lubricants　Plastic & coating materials　R&D

New Japan Chemical Co., Ltd.  Kyoto R&D Center
Chemical / Chemical products

https://www.santen.com/en 

It was opened in 1996 to carry out cutting-edge research and development 
activities specializing in the field of ophthalmology. We aim to contribute to the 
realization of people's "Happiness with Vision" by providing valuable products and 
services to patients, consumers, and medical professionals around the world.

Ophthalmology　R&D　People Centricity　Global expansion

Santen Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. 
Nara R&D Center

Pharmaceuticals

Seamless capsulehttps://www.jintan.co.jp/

As the center of research institutes that focus on researching new 
materials and developing new capsule products,  it is the main factory 
equipped with laboratories and research facilities,  manufacturing Jintan 
silver pills as well as filling and packaging products under our own brand.

Jintan　Health care　Drug development
Capsule technology　Crude drug research

Morishita Jintan Co., Ltd. Osaka Techno Center
Food

Pulp Moldhttps://www.ue6.jp/

We put "new manufacturing from the customer's point of view" at the core of our management and do our best to provide 
highly reliable products and services. Our starting point is a heart of gratitude and a humble attitude. The thoughts of 

Luxury cosmetic package printing　Cosmetics / Pharmaceuticals　
Sustainable　Global network　Manufacturing close to your thoughts

UEROKU PRINTING CO., LTD.
Paper / Printing

https://cathy.co.jp/

With the motto of high-performance and highly safe manufacturing, we are a research 
and production base that develops and manufactures cosmetics, quasi-drugs, and new 
technologies. We aim to develop new materials and technologies and create high-quality 
products in pursuit of "creating beautiful bare skin" which we have cherished for 70 years 
since our founding.

Cathy Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. Cathy Technical Center
Chemical / Chemical products

https://www.technoble.co.jp/

Since our founding in 1961, we have been conducting R&D, manufacturing and sales of functional cosmetic 
materials. As a research-and-development-driven company, we have developed safe, secure, and unique 
high-quality functional cosmetic materials with the aim of contributing to the beauty of people around the 
world. We have received high praise from the domestical as well as international cosmetics market.

Cosmetics　Quasi-drugs　Functional ingredients
Research and development　Safe and reliability

Technoble Co., Ltd.
Chemical / Chemical products

https://www.seirogan.co.jp/

Founded in 1946, we manufacture and sell consumer products. Our main products are a line 
of over-the counter medicines called “Seirogan” for gastrointestinal medication, and a line 
of infection control products called “Cleverin” which uses chlorine dioxide. Our business 
at the Kyoto plant / R&D center involves investigating the safety and efficacy of our 
products, developing new items, improving our existing product line, and testing product 
performance.

Taiko Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.  Kyoto Plant/R&D Center
Pharmaceuticals

https://www.rohto.co.jp/

In the field of health care and beauty care, we are working on strengthening 
our fundamental technology, approaching cutting-edge regenerative medicine 
technology, taking initiation in anti-aging and preventive health care, and 
promoting joint research with domestic researchers.

Health care　Cosmetic　Regenerative medicine　
Functional food　Global

Rohto Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.    Rohto Research Village Kyoto
Pharmaceuticals

customers and consumers have evolved us, and we have received the blessing of materials 
from the earth. Building a sustainable society is now a universal wish, and we would like to 
face the challenges of our customers and society with a humble attitude.
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https://www.meiwa-rubber.co.jp/

The center was built to replace our Osaka former plant, which long served as our central 
manufacturing plant in western Japan. Integrating our cutting-edge research and 
development department and production department, it serves as our new manufacturing 
center in the western region. As a comprehensive rubber-roll manufacturer, we are devoted 
to developing and providing environmentfriendly products while keeping in mind the 
preservation of our precious planet for generations to come.

Kyoto Technical Center, Meiwa Rubber Co., Ltd.
Rubber / Rubber products

https://sunpla.co.jp

This R&D facility manufactures convenient, functional and eco-
friendly disposable food containers using the advanced IML(in-
mold labeling) technology with the latest equipment.

IML　Environment　Food containers　Weight reduction　
Injection molding　Eco-friendly

Sunceed Co., Ltd.
Plastic

IML container

http://www.sohraku.com/

Design, manufacture and sale of various wear-resistant metal mold and tools, mainly made 
of cemented carbide, and research and development of related technologies

Wire drawing dies　Drawing dies　Electrical discharge machining
Precision metal mold　Carbide product

Sohraku Industry Co., Ltd.
Steel / Non-ferrous metals

https://www.askk.co.jp/

Processing of metal-resin prototype parts, processing of a wide variety, small lot of precision 
parts, short delivery processing, design, assembly and sales of wire stripping machines for 
recycling

Prototype parts　High-mix low-volume　Made-to-order　Quick delivery
5-axis machine

Askk Co., Ltd.
Metal products

http://www.kawachikinzoku.co.jp

We are ready to provide precisely cut products on a wide range of level, from a single 
prototype to mass production.

Precision processing　Prototype development support　Lot production　
Vietnam factory

KAWACHI KINZOKU CO., LTD.
Metal products

https://www.naigai-kasei.jp/

We manufacture and provide stable supply of medical use plastic products that are clean 
and safe and respond to the current needs, to support medical care, and continue to play 
the role as a pipeline of life.

Medical　Cleaning　Automation　Molding　Plastics

Kyoto Plant R&D Center, Naigai Kasei Co., Ltd.
Plastic

SHAVE 
wheelhttp://www.kk-mizuho.jp

Since its establishment in 1930, we have been manufacturing, selling and developing 
grindstones for precision machining. Mizuho Technical Lab develops fine-grained diamond 
grindstones and CBN grinding grindstones and demonstrates their performance in order to 
meet the needs for higher accuracy and efficiency. Recently, we are researching and developing 
the surface roughness of the work piece aiming at the nano level or less.

Stone for precision machining　Superfinishing stone
Grinding wheel　Honing stone　Precision machining

MIZUHO Co., LTD.
Glass / Earth and stone products

https://www.tatsuta.co.jp/

In the rapidly changing functional materials market, to accurately grasp the needs of our 
customers and continue to explore the seeds of the times, we have a "research laboratory" 
and a "functional film factory" that are the core of our research and development. We aim 
to become a top share supplier of products in advanced fields by establishing a system that 
can immediately produce new products that we have diligently developed.

Functional film　Functional paste　Medical device parts　Fine wire

TATSUTA Electric Wire and Cable Co., Ltd., Tatsuta Technical Center
Steel / Non-ferrous metals

https://www.uedaindustry.co.jp/

We work on press processing, mold design and manufacturing of 
bicycle parts, light electrical parts, building parts and all kinds of 
parts.  In order to convey joy and excitement to the people who 
receive the products, we will break down technological barriers 
and pursue manufacturing that touches our hearts.

Metal stamping　Mold design　Mold production

UEDA INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
Metal products

http://www.kitamura-iron.co.jp

We are engaged in material fusing, can manufacturing, and machining of various machine 
parts including those of marine diesel engines construction machinery, and hydraulic 
equipment.

Kitamura Co., Ltd.
Metal products

http://kyoto-press.co.jp/

We not only design and manufacture press dies and press parts, but also manufacture cut/
machined products by utilizing metal processing technology.  We are constantly pursuing 
new processing technologies with the aim of improving quality and reducing prices of 
prototypes and mass-produced products made of iron as well as non-ferrous metals.

Metal processing　Pressing　Precision metal sheeting　Cutting

Kyoto Press Kogyo Co., Ltd.
Metal products

http://www.atecs-corp.co.jp/

Based on the concept of "creating art with plastic", we manufacture composite products that 
integrate high-performance resins, metals, and dissimilar materials by insert molding, and 
those products are widely used in industrial, in-vehicle, and consumer equipment packages. 
In particular, we are focusing on the development and manufacture of in-vehicle inverter 
parts and chargers for eco-cars such as EVs, HVs, PHVs, and FCVs.

Atecs Co., Ltd.   Kyoto Office Production Research and Development Center
Plastic
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Examples of pipe 
processing

http://www.sakamoto-seiki.co.jp/pc/

Material procurement, terminal processing, bending, joint welding, 
leak inspection, packing and shipping for internal piping of water 
heaters, gas stoves, kerosene heaters, bathrooms, etc. Materials: 
copper, stainless steel, iron, aluminum, brass, etc.

Metal pipe processing　Water heater internal piping　Gas stove internal piping　
Piping for semiconductor equipment　Petroleum equipment internal piping

Sakamoto Seiki Co., Ltd.
Metal products

https://www.technoflex.co.jp/

Flexible hoses and expansion joints

Kyoto Laboratory, Technoflex Corporation
Metal products

Roll-up type 
charging stand 

MEVS-06
https://molitec.co.jp/english/index.html

We work to contribute to society through providing value to our customers through 
our steel. This center uses our core technologies such as press processing, spring 
processing, and heat-treatment processing to develop new products and technologies. 
We also design and manufacture dies used in the manufacturing department.

Hardened steel strip　Sheet metal processing parts　Development products　
Indoor laundry poles　Automatic winding type ordinary charging stands for EV / PHEV

MOLITEC STEEL Co., LTD. Keihanna R&D Center
Metal products

http:/www.inoue-seisakusyo.co.jp

We manufacture and sell reheating carts and hot / cold serving cars for serving meals in 
hospitals and elderly facilities. Products with increased added value boast a high repeat rate 
and aim to contribute to society through "food safety and security".

Hosptal / Elderly facility　Reheating cart　Hot / Cold serving car
Food safety and security　Resolving labor shortage

Inoue Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Machinery

https://www.sew-eurodrive.co.jp/top.html

We are the Japanese subsidiary of SEW-EURODRIVE, a speed reducer manufacturer leading the world's 
motor market. SEW has assembly plants in 54 countries around the world. As a leading company with the 
largest market share in the field of geared motors.  SEW provides a wide range of speed reducer based on 
its unique module systems.  SEW is striving to produce high-quality products all over the world through the 
concerntration of manufacturing processes and the decentralization of assembling processes.

Reduction gear　Motors　Geared motor　SEW　Industrial gear

SEW-EURODRIVE JAPAN CO., LTD.  Kyoto Factory
Machinery

Ultrasonic flaw detection 
equipment for hollow axles 

of bullet trainshttp://www.gnes.co.jp/en/

Development, production and sales of off-line or in-line nondestructive 
inspection and ultrasonic fraw detection systems for spacecrafts, 
aircrafts, trains, trams, automobies, etc. and contract inspection 
services of parts and materials thereof

Non destructive inspection　Ultrasonic flaw detection　Contract inspection
Air-coupled ultrasonic flaw detection　Elastic modulus measurement

GNES Corporation
Machinery

https://www.takayosi.co.jp/

Development and manufacture of precision-machined parts 
and microfabricated parts (from design to assembly)

TAKAYOSHI KINZOKU CO., LTD.
Metal products

Precision processing　Contract processing

Joint parts of robots

http://www.hougetu.co.jp/

Steel plate cutting (thickness 2.3mm to 100mm), machining, 
bending, and welding are made through our in-house 
integrated production. We mainly manufacture parts for 
construction machinery manufacturers.

HOGETSU KOGYO CO., LTD.
Metal products

Laser cutting　Machining　Welding　Bending

http://www.manyo-tools.co.jp

We are a manufacturer of tool holders catering to various 
processing work for automobile, motorcycle, ship, and aircraft 
parts as well as machine tools. We are committed to using our 
own technology to develop and manufacture tool holders that 
cannot be made by other companies.

Precision machining　Tool holder

MANYO TOOLS CO., LTD.
Metal products

http://www.ashida-mfg.co.jp/

We develop technology and devices to form Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic (CFRP), often 
used in aircrafts, and manufacture autoclaves for molding CFRP. We also develop, design 
and manufacture heat-treatment systems to meet the needs of various industries.

ASHIDA MFG CO., LTD. Head Factory
Machinery

http://kowaindustry.com/

Design, manufacture and sale of drying devices for the textile, film, paper and food 
industries

Kowa Industrial Co., Ltd.
Machinery

https://www.wist.co.jp/

Development, design and production of bottlewashing 
machines, filling machines, cappers, filling and packaging lines, 
robot systems, automated labor-saving devices, original robots, 
motion & communication equipment, etc.

Automation labor-saving equipment　Original robot　Robot system
Development of micromputer control equipment, etc.　Development of production machinery

WIST CO., LTD.
Machinery

Co-Robotic Palletizer

Construction machinery 
hydraulic cylinder parts
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https://www.hitachizosen.co.jp/english/

Aiming to be a solution partner that contributes to the realization of a sustainable, safe 
and secure society, this office serves as our development base for new water treatment 
technology to realize our goal of creating a comfortable water environment.

Environment　Waste water treatment　Waste treatment
Water supply & sewage treatment

Hitachizosen Corporation Environment Business Headquarters 
Business & Product Development Division

Machinery

UV curable adhesive
 "Blue Photon" 
for processing 
medical partshttps://www.dynamictools.co.jp/

Focusing on product development of machine elements for ultra-
precision machining such as automobile parts, aircraft parts, 
medical parts, and eco-friendly equipment, we carry out research 
and domestic / overseas export sales.

Machine tools　Machine elements　Automotive parts
Medical parts　Environmental measure

Dynamic Tools Corporation
Machinery

https://www.hirano-tec.co.jp/en/

HIRANO TECSEED is an industrial machinery manufacturer who is committed to creating valuable, cutting-edge 
technologies through a constant pursuit to perfect the expertise in the field of “heat and circulating air”. The 
Kizugawa Plant is in charge of research on cutting-edge mechatronics technology to respond to the market.
Since market needs change rapidly, we are working on the development of advanced mechatronics technology, 
in-house production and high precision of the heart of the machine, and new equipment.

Coating　Lithium-ion battery　5G　Sheet casting　Industrial machinery

HIRANO TECSEED Co., Ltd.
Machinery

“Super Fishmonger”
fillet slicer

https://yoshiizumi.com/

We develop and sell various types of food slicers with the motto of “cutting 
various ingredients more practically and more beautifully.” In recent years 
we have also been focusing on developing food processing machines to be 
used for such purposes as preparation, washing and drying, and offer them 
as systematic sets.

Food processing machines　Slicers　Washing machines

Yoshiizumi Industry Corporation
Machinery

https://www.icom.co.jp/

We are engaged in R&D of wireless devices and wireless application devices that we 
manufacture and sell, R&D of various wireless communication methods, R&D of digital 
communication systems, and R&D of wireless application systems.

Amateur radios　Commercial radios　Maritime communications
Satellite communications　IP tranceivers

Icom Inc. Narayama Research Institute
Electrical equipment

www.mgco.jp

At this Center, we perform type tests on all product models, including not only new 
products but also design-changed products due to improvements, et. al. Equipped with 
90 types of test equipment, including an anechoic chamber, we are working to improve 
the reliability of products useful for next-generation automated control.

Industrial electronic equipment　Reliability tests　Anechoic chambers
Vibration inspection devices

Kyoto Techno Center /
Kyoto Research Center & Factory MG Co., Ltd.  

Electrical equipment

https://www.omron.co.jp/

Based on OMRON's core technology "Sensing & Control + Think", we aim to expand human 
possibilities and create a future in which people can play more active roles, by solving social 
issues with innovative technology.

Robotics　Artificial intelligence　Sensing　Healthcare
Energy management

Keihanna Technology Innovation Center, Omron Corporation
Electrical equipment

https://global.kyocera.com/

In order to construct a bright future for people and society (information, communication, 
mobility, environment/energy, medical/healthcare, etc.), we are making an endeavor to 
create materials and devices based on analysis and numerical analysis technologies.

Kyocera Corporation, Keihanna Research Center
Electrical equipment

http://www.nidec.com/en/

In order to accelerate the growth of the NIDEC Group, we promote open innovation of 
advanced technologies by strengthening manufacturing capabilities and utilizing networks 
with universities, research institutions and the private sector.

NIDEC CORPORATION  
Nidec Keihanna Technology Center

Electrical equipment

https://shin-jigen.co.jp/

We provide comprehensive and hands-on support for 
business breakthroughs in the hard tech field.
We deliver innovation by creating products and services of 
a new dimension.

Hardtech　Robotics　building a business from the ground up.　
Human assistance　Well-being

SHIN-JIGEN Inc.
Electrical equipment

Vacuum dryerhttps://www.shimakawa.co.jp/

Our company’s head factory handles the entire line from research to 
design to production of industrial dryers, heat treatment furnaces, 
exhaust emission purifiers (deodorization devices), oxide ethylene 
purification units and JIS thermal shock test devices. We can also 
make various order-made products.

SHIMAKAWA SEISAKUSYO CO., LTD.
Machinery

VOC treatment　Heat　Drying　Custom-made　Battery material

https://www.hisaka.co.jp/english/

We are an industrial machinery manufacturer that provides plate heat exchangers, sanitization 
and sterilization equipment for food and pharmaceutical products, dyeing and finishing 
equipment, ball valves, etc.Our office is a base for process engineering and 
research and development businesses that develop, manufacture, and 
sell food equipment, pharmaceutical equipment, and dyeing and finishing 
equipment.We provide optimal and cutting-edge machinery, systems, and 
services to the clothing, food, housing, and pharmaceutical industries that 
manufacture products that form the basis of people's safe and comfortable 
lives.

HISAKA WORKS, LTD. Ikoma Plant
Machinery

Sterilizers　Evaporator-concentrator system　Jet dyeing machine　Cheese dyeing/drying machine

Hot water spray type 
retort sterilizer

Wearable robot 
“SHIN-JIGEN MODEL UX”
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Our company serves as a production and research/design/development of the press dies 
and plastic molds. We manufacture electric connection parts used for indoor wiring, electric 
vehicles, LED lighting, solar panels, and many other products.

Burley Plus CO., LTD.
Electrical equipment

http://www.hiraidenkeiki.co.jp/

We are a Japan's only 100-year-old manufacturer specializing in instrument transformers. 
In November 3rd year of Reiwa, we jointly received the Shibusawa Award sponsored by the 
Japan Electric Association together with electric power companies and switch makers.

Transformer　Voltage transformer　Current transformer
Operation transformer　Zero phase current transformer

HIRAIDENKEIKI Co., Ltd. Reiwa-Keihanna Office
Electrical equipment

https://www.shinwapm.co.jp/english/

We are mainly engaged in machining and assembly of precision hydraulic and marine diesel 
engine parts. We set up a factory in Vietnam for further growth and development under 
a management system which can create high value-added products with customer trust, 
reliability and satisfaction set as our motto.

Precision processing　Construction machinery / Hydraulic parts
Marine diesel engine parts

Shinwa Precision Machinery Co., Ltd.
Transportation equipment

https://www.seiwa-oj.co.jp/

At Kizugawa ECT Center, we manufacture battery cables for construction machinery and 
agricultural machinery manufacturers.  With our unique technology and production method 
that supports a wide variety of small lots, we have achieved high quality, high performance, 
and reliable delivery, and are highly acclaimed by the manufacturers.

Vehicle electrical components　Battery cables
High-mix and small-lot manufacturing　Monozukuri

SEIWA INDUSTRY CO., LTD. KIZUGAWA ECT CENTER
Transportation equipment

https://ec-frontier.co.jp/

Manufacture and sale of measuring instruments and reaction cells/electrodes in the 
field of electrochemistry, and research and development of analysis devices applying 
electrochemistry

Electrochemistry　Analysis devices

EC frontier Co., Ltd.
Precision / Medical equipment

https://www.will-mfg.com/

Development and manufacturing of fine electronic parts and components (semiconductor 
inspecting probes) and fine medical equipment parts.

Semiconductors　Electronic components　Fine processing
Precision parts　Lathe processing

Will Co., Ltd.
Precision / Medical equipment

Multi-Device Biometric System
 “HuME (Human Metrics Explorer)”https://www.shimadzu.com/

SHIMADZU Future Collaboratory has built in Keihanna Science City to 
expand the program of innovation at Shimadzu Corporation. The new 
laboratory will further drive research and development. The goal is to 
develop meaningful solutions to the challenges of today and help transform 
the delivery of innovative products for the benefit of everyone.

Health care　AI　Robotics　Whole analysis　Bioscience

SHIMADZU Future Collaboratory
Precision / Medical equipment

https://www.takazono.co.jp 

As a top-class pharmaceutical packaging machine manufacturer in Japan, we provide products to 
domestic and overseas markets. Research and development department of the Takazono Group 
is located in this office, where we are developing hardware and software for medical devices and 
related devices 

R&D　Packaging machines　Pharmaceutical equipment　Medical equipment　Dispensing

Takazono Corporation
Takazono Technology Incorporated

Precision / Medical equipment

https://www.seiwaopt.co.jp//

We utilize optical technology for industrial facilities such as manufacturing devices 
for semiconductors and FPDs, and develop and manufacture products that are ahead 
of the times. We manufacture products under a comprehensive management system 
from consultation on product specifications to development, manufacturing and 
quality control, to meet the customer needs.

Development　Semiconductor manufacturing equipment　FPD　Optics　Mechatronics

SEIWA OPTICAL Co., Ltd.
Precision / Medical equipment

Semiconductor and FPD
exposure machine

httpｓ://www.ichiguchi.co.jp/ 

We are engaged in development and production of abrasive cloth, non-woven cloth with 
abrasive coating, and abrasive tools made with diamond-coat polishing cloth. We provide 
unique products catering to the customer’s specific demand, handling a wide variety of 
customer needs.

Grinding　Polishing

ICHIGUCHI CORPORATION
Other manufacturing industries

http://www.angelplayingcards.com

ANGEL PLAYING CARDS MFG KYOUTO CO.,LTD has produced numerous world firsts an 
unique items. These have now become a standard of the gaming industry, bringing new 
value to customers and game lovers.

Global　Playing cards

ANGEL PLAYING CARDS MFG KYOTO CO., LTD.
Kansai Science City Manufacturing and Reseach Center

Other manufacturing industries

Study desk jointly 
patented with Okamura,

 a furniture manufacturerhttps://www.acejapan.biz/

We manufacture transportation pallets from unused thinned wood. 
This product can contribute to environmental issues.

Unused thinned wood　Pallet　Eco　Recycle

Ace Japan INC.
Other manufacturing industries
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Metal mask cleaning device
Sawa-ecobrid SC-AH100https://www.sawa-corp.co.jp/

With ultrasonic science as our core technology, we develop and propose products which 
meet customers’ requirements. We mainly handle development, manufacture and 
sales of metal mask cleaning devices used for cream solder in the SMT board mounting 
process, cleaning devices of metal masks and mesh screens used in the process of 
manufacturing electronic components and semiconductors, and cleaning devices of 
gravure cylinders used in package printing.

Metal stencil cleaner　Mask condition checker　SMT

SAWA CORPORATION
Other manufacturing industries

https://www.shosekido.co.jp/

Our company was founded in Nara Prefecture over 100 years ago during Taisho 
period.
We have focused on the development and quality improvement of the products 
such as ink used in construction work, in the fields of architecture and metallic 
material,
We constantly incorporate new technology and contribute to everyone's lives 
through our products. We will continue to manufacture products with sincerity.

Timber marking chalk　Architectural mechanical pencil　Calligraphy 　Ink

SHOSEKIDO CO., LTD.
Other manufacturing industries

http://www.nijo.co.jp

This lab conducts research into various ceremonies seen in human life from multifaceted 
perspectives, and develops and disseminates information on products and designs using 
traditional techniques handed down in Kyoto.

Uchikake　Ceremony　Traditional industry

Nijo Maruhachi Co., Ltd. Nijo Maruhachi
Ceremony Research Laboratory

Other manufacturing industries

https://www.takazono-leaves.co.jp/

Takazono Leaves Co., Ltd. is a special subsidiary of Takazono Co., Ltd. established for the 
employment of individuals with disabilities. Takazono Leaves prioritizes compassion and 
consideration for challenged individuals to ensure meaningful opportunities to contribute to 
society through gainful employment.

Employment of people with disabilities
Special subsidiary companies　Reuse　Eco-friendly

TAKAZONO LEAVES CO., LTD.
Other manufacturing industries

https://www.silextechnology.com/

We are a research and development company whith strengths are high-
quality wireless technology and flexible customer support that we provide 
to customers' devices and systems in the industrial and commercial fields. In 
the co-creation space, we have local 5G base stations that allow equipment 
verification and products compatible with the latest wireless standards.

Wireless solution　Local 5G　Network　Telecommunication equipment
Video transmission

silex technology, Inc.
Other manufacturing industries

https://www.s-sst.com

Our company, which started from automobile press die design, 
specializes in 3D shape design, 3D data creation, and modeling. It 
is possible to create drawings and models from actual objects and 
illustrations.

Press molds design　3D scan　3D modeling
Styrofoam model　Product development support

SAKAMOTO SEKKEI Technical Development Lab.
Other manufacturing industries

https://www.neuron.ne.jp

As the first research facility in Japan specializing in
prevention of pipeline disaster such as ground shaking,
uneven subsidence,  displacement of faults, and
liquefaction, we will continue to put forward ourselves
daily for fostering researchers and conducting full-scale
tests.

Lifeline earthquake engineering 　Earthquake resistance tests

NEURON PIPELINE REGILIENCE LABORATORY
Other manufacturing industries

Fiber brush
”Cristone Bristle” 

https://www.sowakasei.com/

SOWA has established its own research laboratory here in 
Keihanna, the new cultural capital, as a new first step to strengthen 
FRP material research and technological development capabilities. 
We will continue to work on the discerning manufacturing that is 
born from free thinking and passion.

FRP　Plastic　Bolts　Polishing materials　Grindstones

SOWA Technical Institution KEIHANNA
Other manufacturing industries

https://www.marutaka-pax.co.jp/

We deal in various products related to the distribution and sale of rice, mainly the packaging materials 
(rice packages). Under the basic policy of "SHAPING YOUR NEEDS, CREATE YOUR DREAMS", we design, 
develop, and sell our own eco-friendly products including the patented “Moterun Pack (No take-away 
bags are required)”. We are at the forefront of the rice package industry.

Rice bag　Rice related products　Good Design Award
"MOTERUN PACK"（No required plastic bag)

Marutaka Co., Ltd.
Other manufacturing industries

https://toeisangyo.company/

We develop, manufacture, and sell high-performance brushes 
such as cleaning brushes for electrophotographic devices 
(printers and multifunction devices), and textile parts that use 
special fibers such as conductive fibers.

High function brush　Electrophotographic equipment parts
Electrostatic flocking　Conductive fiber　Pile fabric

TOEISANGYO CO., LTD.
Other manufacturing industries

Wheelchair cushion 
for preventing 

bedsores using EXGELhttps://exgel.jp/en/

-Development, manufacturing and sales of products using EXGEL, proprietary 
developed material.
-EXGEL excels in texture, slow recovery feature, pressure redistribution ability, 
shape retainability and shock absorbability.  It has earned a sloid reputation 
in the healthcare and rehabilitation field as wheelchair cushions and bedsore 
prevention pads for operating tables. Its reliability and achievement have let 
to Its application in various fields including hair dressing and cosmetology, 
automobiles, and motorsport, as well as overseas markets.

Healthcare　Rehabilitation　GEL　Cushion
KAJI CORPORATION
Other manufacturing industries

http://www.kps-k.co.jp

Development, planning and manufacture of embedded pumps and air pumps, as well as 
medical and living environment-related equipment

Household well pump　Various pump products　Piston types of compressor　
Pump applied products and its products

KPS Industry Co., Ltd.
Other manufacturing industries

Wi-Fi  Access Point
for Industrial Environments

Architectural mechanical pencil, 
"Suzaku"
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HAHONICO Keratex
Fiber shampoo
Fiber treatment

Fiber oil http://www.protexjapan.co.jp/

Research, development and manufacture of cosmetics and 
quasi-drugs, and sales consulting services

Beauty　Cosmetic　Hair care　OEM　
Daily miscellaneous goods

PROTEX・JAPAN Inc.
Other manufacturing industries

https://www.photon-cae.co.jp/

Our company develops and sells a line of electromagnetic field analysis software named 
PHOTO Series, which models products and parts using electromagnetic phenomena and 
then makes simulations on the computer.

Electromagnetic field analysis　Simulation　Customization　
Contract analysis　Electromagnetic field analysis

Photon Co., Ltd.
Other manufacturing industries

https://www.kagoya.jp/

Keihanna Laboratory, Kagoya Japan Inc.
Telecommunications

Cloud platform　Hosting server　Mail server　VPS

https://www.d-technos.co.jp/

Machine tools (IOT compound processing machines) and 
forging machines (press, sheet metal, forming machine), 
wholesale and retail machine repair (loaned to machine 
tool manufacturer),
parts processing (MC, NC lathes), robots, automatic 
transfer device production

We conduct research and development and information services that utilize the 
infrastructure and data center infrastructure of cloud service providers.

DAIICHI TECHNOS Co., Ltd．
Commercial

https://nitsuki.co.jp/

With the theme of “information science to open a bright future,” Community Palace provides 
training focused on technology for utilizing information science.

Japan Correspondence Machines and Tools
Co., Ltd. Community Palace

Commercial

https://www.pref.kyoto.jp/shigenken/

With the collaboration of Basic Research Development which develop and explore basic and research-purpose seeds, and 
the Applied Research Department which works on using these seeds in the development of practical technology research, 
we aim to foster Kyoto’s sake rice, black soy  beans, and vegetables. We also aim to promote environmentally friendly 
agricultural technology utilizing mico-organisms (plant vaccines and plant growth-promoting microorganisms).

Microbial utilization　Crop development　Breeding engineering　Genetic engineering 
Cell engineering

Biotechnology Research Department, Kyoto Prefectural 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Technology Center

Government / Local government

https://www.rd.ntt/e/cs/

As one of NTT's research and development centers, this facility 
focuses on the theme of future communications which"communicate 
to the heart," engaging in fundamental research in both information 
and human science, with the goal of establishing new theories and 
technologies that hold a deep understanding of people and information. 

AI　Voice recognition　Machine translation
Language acquisition & Development　Data science

NTT Communication Science Laboratories
Telecommunications

Sur face  photograph 
of viscose processed 

paper Saffron®http://www.sansho.co.jp

Sansho was founded in 1955 as a trading company specializing in natural water-soluble 
polymer agents, and has built a strong position in the polymeric additive field and other fields. 
In order to provide both products and technical services as the basis of its business, Sansho 
conducts quality checking tests and research development of applied technology.

Natural polysaccharides　Thickener　Gelling agent
Functional paper　net

SANSHO CO., LTD. Research Laboratory
Commercial

The center has a robot showroom, 
lab (verification) room, seminar 
room, etc. We propose systems 
for applications that utilize robots.

https://www.nihonkizai.co.jp/english/

We offer solutions for pneumatic equipment, industrial and collaborative 
robots, AI image processing, equipment, environmental products, and FA 
automation equipment.

Various FA equipment sales　Operation of robot programming classes for children　
UR core trainimg　Robot application development　
Unit product

Nihon Kizai Co., Ltd.
Commercial

https://www.bk.mufg.jp/

Completed in April 2018. As a business center of MUFG Bank, Ltd., this institution plays an 
important role in providing stable financial services.

MUFG Bank, Ltd.  Kansai Business Center
Finance / Insurance

http://www.fel.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp

This R&D facility has a high-intensity picosecond pulse laser that ranges from the visible to 
the far infrared region. It is built with a combination of a 55MeV electronic linear accelerator 
and a variety of wigglers (radiant emitter). The operation of the equipment is currently 
suspended, but is planned to resume in the near future.

Institute of Free Electron Laser, Graduate 
School of Engineering, Osaka University

Universities / Educational institutions

http://www.pref.osaka.lg.jp/tc-kiosaka/top/index.html

We are a vocational training facility for the purpose of human resource development in industries 
of Osaka. As job seeker training, we provide training in 7 subjects related to machinery, control, 
and architecture. As training for employed people, we provide technical courses such as new 
employee training and technical training for companies. We also operate a human resources 
development center that rents facilities for skill tests and technical training, etc.

Osaka Prefectural Kitaosaka Advanced 
Vocational Training Center

Universities / Educational institutions
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Soil quality
 verification systemhttps://www.eonet.ne.jp/~willconsultant/

Ground survey
WILLCONSULTANT limited company
Service industries

http://www.midorinobunkaen.com/pages/sei-house.html

This facility contains large training rooms and lodging facilities available for corporate 
training programs and private social gatherings.

SEI Ikoma Seminar House
Service industries

https://www.kanyaku.co.jp

Our company's business is bio-risk management, and we carry out measures against nosocomial 
infections, clean room management, work environment measurement, food inspection, and 
evaluation of therapeutic agents using pathological model insects.

Facility hygiene management　Regenerative medical care　Clinical testing
Food testing　Work environment measurement

KANKYO EISEI YAKUHIN Co., LTD. Laboratory of Kansai 
Science / Environmental Research Lab.  of Public Health

Service industries

Gene analyzerhttp://www.ctiers.co.jp/

ER&S is a leading company of environmental chemistry founded in 1972. We will help 
improve any environmental issues using various solutions such as general chemical analysis, 
microanalysis of dioxins or PCB, soil pollution countermeasures, asbestos diagnosis, and 
even genetic analysis.

Environmental survey and analysis　Waste / Soil pollution
Environmental genetic analysis such as Covid-19(non-living)
Work environment/Odor measurement　Water processing

Environmental Research & Solutions Co., Ltd.
Service industries

https://www.iiland.ne.jp/

It is a resort accommodation facility that can be used for various occasions such as meetings, 
training, accommodation, meals, banquets and parties. The types of accommodations vary 
from single rooms, twin-bedded rooms, rooms for groups and cottages. It is fully equipped 
with a hall, meeting/training room, restaurant and banquet hall.

SHARP WORKERS UNION Seminar House and 
Recreation Park I & I LAND

Service industries

https://speedshore.co.jp/

This is a research institute for various construction earth retaining equipment and various construction 
laser equipment. We contribute to society through the development and rental of equipment that 
ensures the safety of construction sites related to civil engineering.

Lifeline support　Proposal capability　Technical capability　
Problem-solving capability

Japan Speed Shore Co., Ltd.
Service industries

https://www.nseigyo.co.jp/

We specialize in embedded software development for various control devices, and mainly engage in contract 
development of control software for FA equipment, measuring equipment, etc., and in-house development 
of medical software. In addition, we will answer your concerns about various software, such as analysis and 
customization of existing software.

Embedded software　Medical software　
Communication / Measurement / Control　Contract development

Nihon Seigyo Co., Ltd.
Service industries

https://www.hirakata-g.co.jp/

We have been engaged in mechanical design and manufacture since the establishment 
of our company in 1972. In 1995 we developed and put on the market a brand-new anti-
vibration material Non-Bren, which can also be used as shock absorbing material and 
earthquake resistant fixing material. Our own branded product, the Non-Bren is employed 
for underfloor soundproofing and anti-vibration on the JR Shinkansen trains.

Mechanical design　Anti-vibration　Non-Bren　Bitappy　Bita Block

Hirakata Giken, Inc.
Service industries

https://www.narashi-shakyo.com/hokubu-hall/

A variety of cultural projects such as lectures and concerts for all generations are held at the 
municipal culture hall located on the 3rd floor, with the aim of promoting culture, the arts, 
social exchange, and a stronger local community.

Our business is ground investigation, and our specialty is large 
dynamic cone penetration test.  We have been conducting 
experiments and research since September 2010 under the guidance 
of the graduate school of Osaka Metropolitan University and Research 
Institute of Technology of Daiwa House Industry Co., Ltd. . This test 
method was enacted in JIS (Japanese Industrial Standards) in 2018.

Cultural facility　Hall　Conference room　Course

Nara Hokubu Hall  Civic Cultural Hall
Cultural facilities / Parks

I o n  i m p l a n t a t i o n ,  f i l m 
deposition and annealing on 

into compound
 semiconductor etc.https://iontc.co.jp/en/

We are a professional group that offers consulting and technical 
development support in research and development, focusing on 
outsourcing services of ion implantation, material analysis and 
BPO.

Ion implantation　Analysis　Outsourcing
Research and development　Compound semiconductor

Ion Technology Center Co., Ltd.
Service industries

https://www.nantoeri.or.jp

A regional think-tank established with the financial support from Nanto Bank, we are 
engaged in the study of local economies, industry trends and business management. We 
provide study results to various quarters, in addition to holding seminars, employee training, 
and business management consultation handled by specialized staff.

Think tanks　Surveys and research　Consulting　Lecture training　Bulletins

Nanto Economic Research Institute
Research institutes

Newly constructed 
large anechoic chamber 

for 10m method
https://www.kec.jp/

In January 2024, KEC installed new large anechoic chambers 
that conform to the latest international standards and have 
capability of testing high-power products. We have provided 
EMC and product safety testing services, technical information 
in various fields,and the training for engineers.

EMC test　Product safety test　Anechoic chamber　
Seminar　Engineering education

KEC Electronic Industry Development Center
Research institutes
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